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The Problem
Transformation of the energy system
towards decarbonisation

Depending on several market conditions,
different system configurations possible
in future

Today

Disruptive events may affect the system
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SURE in a nutshell
• Background: Fundamental transformation of the energy system and partly of industrial production
while avoiding greenhouse gases and achieving long-term energy policy goals.
• Research questions: How sustainable is the future Swiss energy system and

how resilient is it to possible disruptive events?

Stakeholder feedback
& analysis of policy and legal
aspects

• 10 research partners under the lead of PSI / 2021-2027
• Integrated and holistic assessment framework
• Quantitative and qualitative analysis tools
• Engagement of stakeholders (e.g. associations)
• Investigation of long-term transformation pathways and in
particular of possible future shock events for the energy
system (shock dimensions: economy, environment,
technosphere, society, politics); such as energy supply
interruptions.
• Scenarios for Switzerland and selected case studies

-
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The team and its competences
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Energy models in SURE

GEM-E3
STEM

Model spec’s
available on
www.sweetsure.ch/toolbox

FlexTI

EXPANSE

SUREGRID

BSM
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Comprehensive toolbox for integrated analyses (WIP)
Results set

WP11:Political
environment
and regulatory
aspects

Grid load indicators & constraints

Legal & political
insights

Material demands, heating mix

Techmix in buildings, demand
WP4: BSM

Buildings
demand
and tech
mix

WP10:LCA

Economic
structure
developments
WP3: GAME

Response
database

Swiss energy mix

Response DB

Model
layer

WP9: ML

WP7: STEM

Energy
demand
drivers
WP8: GEM-E3

Training set

Local constraints

WP5: EXPANSE

energy
prices &
supply mix

Spatial distribution
of techs, local
constraints

WP6: FEN

energy demand, prices & supply mix
Grid and local constraints
and load indicators
energy prices &
WP4
Building
demands
supply mix (national)
WP13: FlexiTi
WP5
Building tech mix
spatial & grid cnstr
WP6
Energy demand drivers
Building renovation investment, efficiency proxy

Energy, grids society and economy modelling toolbox
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Selected model/tool development achievements
in the first year
• STEM: Advanced representation of industry ( Obrist et al. 2022); Recalibration
(2019/2020); improved representation of consumers’ behaviour
• Indicator database / MCDA: Indicator taxonomy & preliminary set of about 170 indicators
that is currently under review (i.e., merging, harmonization, priorisation for MCDA (ca.
15-20 indicators)); Draft version of MCDA rationale & process and suite of methods.
• Conceptualisation of the game
• Development of a prototype of a hybrid LCA database & flexible global scenario-based
background database (linking to IPCC AR6)
• SURE-Grid: implementation of an open modelling framework (PyPSA) and
conceptualisation of the linkages with other models, such as STEM
• Enhanced spatial building stock model (sBSM) with advanced utility function and
systemic interdependencies related to heating systems ( D4.1)
• FlexECO: Electricity grid - on European and Swiss level ready, Gas grid - ongoing
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The SURE “equation” – The Big Picture
Analytical Toolbox

Shocks/disruptive events

Energy demand models
Macro-economic models

Type

Space

Time

environmental

Global

Decades

economic

EU-wide

Year

Grid models

Pathways

Spatial models

Baseline

technical

DE/AT/FR/IT

Season

Gaming based models

Net-zero emissions

political

Nation-wide

Month

Energy systems models

…

social

Canton

Week

…

Community

Day

…

Hour

Political aspects
Legal aspects

=

Indicators Assessment
for each pathway

…

environment
economy
society
resilience
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Stakeholder Forum

2021

Workshop on
pathways &
shocks

1st round of
quantification
Workshop on
sustainability
and resilience
indicators

2nd round of
quantification

Workshop on
preliminary
results &
refinement of
pathways &
shocks

2027

Final SURE
event
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Pathway scenarios & dimentions of disruptive
events (WIP)
Pathways
SPS1: The Green Road
Focus on sustainability
SPS2: The Rocky Road
Focus on energy security

SPS3: The Divided Road
Fragmented solutions

Disruptive events
• Financial shock due to geopolitical event
• Heat wave
• Cold spell
• Rapid change in society
• Policy change to promote nuclear
• Disruption of gas infrastructure
(gas storage case study)

SPS4: The road we stand
Current trends and policies
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Application beyond the national scale

LARGE-SCALE
GAS STORAGE

URBAN AND SUBURBAN SCALE

TRANSPORT
SECTOR AND
ENERGYINTENSIVE
INDUSTRIES

CANTON TICINO
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A glimpse on KTT
Transfer

Communicate
Engage

Short Videos

General audience
Articles, flyers, Openday

Co-create in the

Press releases

Stakeholder forum

Industry & academia

Gamers community

Website
Webinars
Exploitable results

Engage stakeholders in
Policy makers

communication activities

policy briefs

Create ambassadors
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Near-term Outlook
• Consolidation & definition of pathway and shock scenarios
• Continued model development (esp. modelling the shocks and linking models)
• First application of the modelling framework & modelling of disruptive events

• Consolidation of relevant indicators for MCDA (2nd stakeholder workshop)
• Implementation of major game elements
• Refinement of global background data in LCA
• Continued conceptualising and detailing of the case studies
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Stay tuned for…
Sustainable and Resilient Energy for
Switzerland

SURE is a research project sponsored by the Swiss Federal Office of Energy’s “SWEET”
programme (Call 1-2020) and coordinated by the Paul Scherrer Institute.
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